REACH: Social ARchitecture
Augmented Reality for Community Engagement

Many designers are using technology to understand space.
Our goal is to understand people.

ABSTRACT
We believe the future of architecture must embrace technology to better understand the people we serve. The creation of the
REACH: Social ARchitecture Platform was driven by this philosophy. We developed a custom suite of tools to foster engagement,
while creating a social network around a project’s life-cycle. The REACH Platform connects project stakeholders including design
professionals, clients, community organizers and government officials resulting in dynamic partnerships. When individuals are
empowered with a voice, amazing things happen.
The suite of custom tools we developed as part of REACH: Social ARchitecture consists of:
1. An Augmented Reality (AR) application that may be paired with a physical model for an interactive build experience
2. A custom web application that can be tailored to specific project parameters facilitating project engagement.
3. A 1:1 Augmented Reality application that allows the user to see design ideas overlaid on-site with the ability to collect
feedback				
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We believe REACH: Social ARchitecture has the power to transform design. This submission highlights our tool using its
integration into the Rondo Community as the vehicle to tell the story. Through our work with Rondo we are creating new tools,
beta testing and refining REACH: Social ARchitecture.

BACKGROUND
Technology has and continues to have a dramatic impact on the exchange of information and ideas. Data can now be shared
to large networks instantly using wi-fi, social media and smart devices. The democratization of these tools has empowered
the individual with an influential voice. REACH was developed to bring this same impact to the architectural and community
engagement process, while creating bi-direction feedback and continuous access for all parties. Many designers are using
technology to understand space. Our goal is to understand people.

REIMAGINED DESIGN PROCESS
Traditional
The traditional design process is typically controlled, linear and confined to
individuals who can attend the meetings.

Design professionals and
government officials

REACH Empowered
The REACH empowered design process is inclusive, iterative, engaged and
accessible.

Empowered community
members

REACH is a technology platform created to re-imagine the design process and empower the voice of many. Traditional
community engagement activities are often planned events available only to those with flexible schedules. REACH elevates the
on-site activities, while providing access to everyone outside the scheduled event(s) for greater participation.

RONDO - A THRIVING COMMUNITY
From its start in the 1890’s, and for almost 75 years thereafter, the men and women of a small but cohesive community came
together in Saint Paul to form a unique, predominately African-American neighborhood surrounding the main thoroughfare for
life, commerce and culture. Despite the social, political and economic odds stacked against them, the community that became
known as Rondo provided a physical space where the residents could tell their stories, cook their food, worship their gods, sing
their songs, dance their steps, play their games, drive their cars, wear their clothes and sway to a rhythm all their own. 1

“[Rondo] had so many different types of people in the community, [it] had all kinds of
shops so you could learn and experience so many different things.” 2
— Rondo Resident
“That is what made us so good, was that we were not without struggle, but we
were not without celebration. We celebrated our lives, we went to weddings. When
someone got married, we knew who had the punch bowl, who had the silver
service who had the Liz table cloth, and you brought all those pieces together for a
celebration.” 2
— Rondo Resident
“The trees were taller than the houses out here. Literally, you could put the houses
under the trees, it was always shaded with a bunch of trees.” 2
above: Credjafawn Co-op Store, 678 Rondo Avenue, St. Paul, ca. 1950 3

— Rondo Resident
“Back then everybody knew everybody, there wasn’t a family that you did not know,
not one. And we all knew what was expected of us. You know as kids you knew what
to do, you’d help the lady across the street take her garbage out, when you were out
there shoveling, you would shovel snow for your elders and the community. We did
not forget about our elders, you had respect and that was a big deal.” 2
— Rondo Resident
“There was a cohesiveness with the community prior to I-94. There where business,
people knew each other on the streets, families looked out for one another. People
shopped went to school, helped each other, all of those types of things. ” 2
— Rondo Resident

below: Booker T Cafe & Tavern, 381-383 Rondo Ave, St. Paul, undated 4

RONDO - INTERSTATE 94
In the 1960’s, construction of Interstate 94 tore through the Rondo neighborhood,
ultimately destroying over 700 homes and 300 small businesses. The I-94 project
literally severed the community, demolishing Rondo Avenue the main social,
cultural and business artery. With no place to go, many residents were forced to
leave the neighborhood. Since the 1960’s the Rondo community has experienced
a significant amount of change as a result of Interstate 94. 1, 5
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RONDO - RECONNECTION
“This gives us an opportunity to have [Rondo resident’s] voices heard,
because what we don’t want is the community to feel left out, like they were
before.”
~ Marvin Anderson, Rondo Elder

Rondo community landmarks

For the last 35 years, Marvin Anderson, Floyd Smaller and the community have been working tirelessly to preserve the vibrant
Rondo legacy and reconnect the neighborhood. The community’s ambitious plan envisions a land bridge that will restore a
disconnected neighborhood and inspire the next generation of Rondo residents. Currently the community is working with the
Minnesota Department of Transportation, several professional organizations, local governments, businesses, foundations and
underwriters to realize their vision.

TOOLSET CREATION PROCESS
REACH: Social ARchitecture empowers an iterative process to elicit feedback around ideas, moving away from the more
traditional hierarchical top down approach. A tool set comprised of a physical model, a web hosted platform, and smart device
applications facilitate a connected process in both the physical and virtual environments. This results in an engaged process
where people can experience and shape ideas as they are developed, refined and realized.
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ENGAGEMENT TOOL PROCESS
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HOME

ANYWHERE

REACH empowers connections anywhere with an internet
connection. An individual or group can log into a web
portal or use the smart device applications at community
engagement events, home or even test ideas on-site.

Connect

REACH: MODEL

REACH: BUILD

REACH: 1 TO 1

Connecting with the REACH suite of tools, individuals can provide
ideas, insight and feedback , participating in a more engaged
process.

Engage

DESIGN

INHABIT

METRICS

The REACH tools collects qualitative and quantitative metrics
which provide insight to the diverse project stakeholders

Evaluate

AR - PAST PRESENT FUTURE

PRE - I94

Historic photos allow REACH users the
ability to experience the vibrant history
of the Rondo community.

POST - I94

A dashboard overlay provides current
metrics related to housing, businesses,
green space and people.

CAPPED I94

REACH allows people to experience
potential designs by overlaying ideas at
1:1 scale.

WEB DESIGN TOOL

Using the REACH Web Design tool users are able to explore design ideas, provide feedback, and even envision their land bridge.
The input from this tool can be visualized using other REACH AR tools. The ideas are collected and curated into one Rondo voice.

AR BUILD TOOL

User 14, submitted 09/27/2018

User 09, submitted 09/27/2018

User 23, submitted 09/28/2018

User 17, submitted 09/27/2019

User 63, submitted 02/16/2019

User 50, submitted 11/13/2019

User 31, submitted 09/30/2018

User 03, submitted 09/27/2018

User 33, submitted 10/01/2018

The REACH AR Build tool pairs a physical site model with 13 customized planning blocks selected by the Rondo community,
empowering the user with the ability to program a site-specific model. These options are then stored in the cloud for use in the
REACH 1:1 AR tool.

1 TO 1 AUGMENTED REALITY TOOL

This tool gives users the ability to experience design ideas on-site. Using QR code station points located in the field, users register
the REACH: 1 to 1 AR tool. The virtual idea is then overlaid on top of the existing site conditions through the mobile application.

QUALITATIVE METRICS
“The more people discuss this idea, the broader that discussion is,
the better our society will be, because when you discuss good things
it leaves you in a better place, a better person. REACH allows us to
have that discussion with the people who cannot be there so that
their voices are heard.”
— Marvin Anderson, Rondo Elder

“The Rondo youth’s voice needs to be elevated and heard as often as
possible. REACH allows us to hear their hearts and their voices and
connect some dots about the future potential of Rondo.”
— Walter L. Smith III, Executive Director - Rondo

“REACH translates complicated concepts into visuals that people can
easily understand.”
— Amy Morgan, Urban Designer

“Holding a phone or tablet and being able to see the past, the
present, and the future is a really powerful way for the community
to understand and to learn more about what is possible. REACH has
such an incredible way of inviting folks to engage, interact and take
ownership of the ideas that they have and the elements that are
important to them.”
— Keith Baker, Managing Director - Rondo

QUANTITATIVE METRICS
The REACH suite of tools organizes individual metrics into a database providing the community with quantitative measures.
Various data is tracked, such as the number homes, businesses, green space and people added to the community. The
aggregated information can then be analyzed for themes and variations.
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NEXT STEPS
We continue to develop REACH with the goal of better understanding people. Technology has transformed the way we live and
we believe the architectural profession needs to respond. The REACH platform creates a network and empowers the people we
serve with a mechanism to more directly and fluidly participate in the process.

1. Idea Exploration
The development of REACH: Social ARchitecture began with the idea of
connecting designers to community members, as a way to gain more insight
and inspire a more collaborative process.

2. Community Research
Through intensive community interviews, historical research, site exploration
and town hall meetings we gained a better understanding of the past,
present and future plans of the Rondo neighborhood. Information extracted
from this process informed the development of the REACH tool set.

3. Development
A minimum viable product was developed and then tested in partnership
with the community. This relationship allowed us to get rapid feedback on
the tools as they were programmed and refined.

4. Prototype / Refinement
With intial development of the REACH tool set in place and early beta
testing complete, we will formally launch the tools into the Rondo community
for the next phase of testing. A small sample size of responses have already
been gathered at community engagement meetings. Initial results are
being compiled from this dataset while we continue to integrate our tools as
an integral part of the community engagement process.

5. Integration
As the land bridge project moves through the design process, we are
continuing to support the community engagement process. Outside of
Rondo we will be integrating the REACH platform into our entire portfolio of
work. The REACH platform supports our mission of the celebration of human
life.

GET ENGAGED
The Rondo Commemorative Plaza memorializes the past, serves as a community cornerstone today and acts as a beacon of
hope for the future. The yellow banner flanking the park celebrates this story of past, present and future. Information related to
our REACH: Social ARchitecture Platform will be added to the wall in June, just before the annual Rondo Days celebration. 6, 7
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We would like to acknowledge the community, without
their incredible support a project like this would never be
possible.
Special thanks to Marvin Anderson, Keith Baker, and Walter L. Smith III
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